
Uncertainty over home care’s future
marks NAHC’s 17th annual meeting 
Pessimism over Medicare reductions is obvious

This year’s annual meeting in Atlanta of the Washington, DC-based
National Association for Home Care (NAHC) attracted home care
providers hungry for information about what the future holds 

for their industry. However, despite such keen interest, fewer people
attended the 17th Annual Meeting and HomecareExpo than in recent
years. 

The Expo counted approximately 4,000 attendees and 520 booths.
Last year in Boston, there were 8,000 attendees at the annual meeting
and 600 exhibitors, according to NAHC. But NAHC vice president for
communications Ron Kolanowski reports that last year’s number was
significantly higher because NAHC also hosted the World Homecare
Congress, which brought home care representatives from 60 countries
around the globe. 

“This year, we didn’t see a significant drop in the number of agen-
cies present, but the agencies brought fewer people,” he says. “We felt
like the heart of the home care community was there. We really had
the decision makers there this year, and people were serious about
learning.”

Kolanowski says the thirst for information was evident among the
attendees through the level of attendance at the educational sessions. 

‘An indication of unsettled times’

“The educational sessions were very well attended. That shows how
hungry people are for information,” he notes. “There are two ways we
usually measure the success of a meeting. One is, ‘Did the exhibitors get
the attendees in the exhibit hall?’ and we think yes. People were really
looking to the exhibitors.

“The other [indicator] is ‘Were the educational and general sessions
well attended?’ People were very responsive in the general sessions and
really liked what they heard. We look at those as seeing how people are
responding to what NAHC is saying about things.”

Kolanowski says that, in general, there was an energy, “despite the
doom and gloom people are going through.” But he says NAHC had
the overall feeling that the attendees think the federal government’s
crackdown will make them leaner and stronger. “People are looking
toward the future already.”

Rob Laufer, the business development manager of Staff Builders’
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Lake Success, NY, medical staffing division, adds,
“You don’t have to speak to anyone long before
the future of industry comes up, and that is an
indication of unsettled times.”

He says that it became clear to him at the
meeting that people are becoming interested in
diversifying. “No one wants all of their eggs in
the government reimbursement basket.” 

At a Hospital Home Health-sponsored roundtable
discussion, which was held on the first night of the
Expo, Charlotte Hughes, the director of healthcare
regulatory affairs for Melville, NY-based Olsten
Health Services, says the burden of the govern-
ment’s changes on the industry is not only affect-
ing new or inexperienced agencies. 

“It isn’t new providers who don’t know what
they’re doing who are closing,” she says. “They
are good agencies who unfortunately weren’t
very cost-efficient.” 

And the agencies’ closings are not that far
away, adds Susan Schulmerich, executive direc-
tor of Montefiore Medical Center Home Health in
Bronx, NY, at the roundtable, which included
some of the industry’s top managers. 

“I think it’s going to be a lot sooner than the
first three months of 1999 because anyone who
knows what their year-end is going to look like,
they’re not going to stay in business the first three
months of 1999.”  ■

GAO report tells only 
one side of IPS story 
Is the government dishonest or just in denial? 

In September, when the Office of the Inspector
General’s General Accounting Office (GAO)

released its study, Medicare Home Health Benefit:
Impact of Interim Payment System and Agency
Closures on Access to Services, the findings came as
no surprise to either the Baltimore-based Health
Care Financing Administration (HCFA) or home
health care professionals.

On one hand, there is HCFA, which agreed
with the report’s conclusion that it’s difficult to
single out just how much effect any one factor —
such as the interim payment system (IPS) — had
on agency closings. The findings, says Thomas
Hoyer, director of the Chronic Care Purchasing

Policy Group for the organization’s Center for
Health Plans and Providers, “certainly reflected
the understanding that I have derived. The pri-
mary reports are that the distress is being felt pri-
marily by agencies and not customers.”

On the other hand are home health care indus-
try professionals who weren’t shocked by the
GAO’s findings, not because they agree with
them, but rather because “you can always create
a report to come up with a consensus on your
existing position,” says Michael Sullivan, execu-
tive director of the Indiana Association for Home
and Hospice Care in Indianapolis.

Presentation counts

Sullivan says he isn’t putting much stock in the
GAO’s findings because he doesn’t have any faith
in the survey itself. “This is about the poorest tool
I’ve ever seen. The GAO should be embarrassed,”
he says. 

“The questionnaire was so poorly done that
[the GAO] had to go through and add in percent-
age signs and ‘yes’ and ‘no’ check boxes by hand
on every page. It was a joke. If this was a ninth-
grade report, they would have failed,” he adds.

It wasn’t only the form that Sullivan says gave
him second thoughts about the report’s veracity.
Also troubling to him was that the GAO faxed
the form to hospital discharge planners and also
to local agencies on aging. “[Those local agencies
on aging] have nothing to do with placing a
Medicare patient with a home health agency,” 
he says.

Even more disturbing was that the GAO
wanted a one-day turnaround on the response.
“They were asking for information on how many
Medicare patients the hospital discharged last
year, what percentage was discharged to home
health care, how many Medicare-certified home
health agencies were in the area, and for a list of
all of them to be faxed in with the response. They
were asking for information that you just don’t
have sitting around on your desk,” he says.

GAO defends report

Hoyer defends the report. “This is one of those
times when everyone wants to know today what
they will know next year. I think the GAO did the
best with the time it had, and I think it made a
good contribution. [The agency] was asked to do
a study in a hurry, and it acknowledged its limi-
tations and reported it with full disclosure. I
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think the quality of the report is laid out in the
context.”

Sullivan says he isn’t buying it. Nor is he the
only one irritated by how the GAO report came
to its conclusions.
Anita Bradberry,
executive director
with the Austin-
based Texas
Home Care
Association, says
she was surprised
that “they didn’t
interview any
physicians.” More
than that, she says
she believes the
report’s timing
was way off.
“They certainly
didn’t take into
consideration that
the agencies
haven’t received any demand letters yet,” she
says, adding that she believes once Texas agen-
cies have received them, along with their new
per-beneficiary and per-visit rates, “there will be
a drastic reduction in the number of agencies as
well as patient access.”

Home Care Association of New York State
(Albany) executive director Carol Rodat agrees.
As she sees it, “the GAO took a snapshot at a
point in time that was too early. Agencies aren’t
feeling the effects yet. I think we’re really going
to see them [at the end of the year]; people are
waiting until Congress recesses to make the big
changes. When agencies have field-cost reports
and start receiving feedback on how much they
owe, that’s when you may really see the doors
close.” 

John C. Gilliland, a health care attorney based
in Crestview Hills, KY, agrees with the report’s
findings — up to a point. “The sickest patients
aren’t being treated now,” he says, adding the
clarification “because agencies can’t afford to
treat them.” 

Similarly, Rodat has found that patient access
to home care has become increasingly problem-
atic. However, she believes the issue lies not so
much with how many agencies have closed, but
rather how many are left open and accepting new
cases. 

The latest figures from the National Association
for Home Care in Washington, DC, and other trade

groups such as the American Federation of Home
Health Agencies in Silver Spring, MD, and the
Home Care Association of America in Washington,
DC, show that approximately 1,200 agencies
nationwide have shut their doors.

“In truth, I think agency growth had gotten 
out of hand, but I don’t think we have data that
definitively answer the GAO questions. I don’t
believe that numbers alone are [proof] of whether
there is an access problem. You could have a rural
area, for example, with two providers but neither
is taking wound cases. That’s an access problem
in my belief,” she says. “I think that without
question there are access problems for patients.”

Where did these numbers come from?

As for Sullivan, he says he wonders where 
the GAO came up with its findings on agency
closures. “I don’t know if it was the OSCAR file
or what, but they didn’t even call the Indiana
Department of Health to get the official list of
agency closures. [OSCAR, a HCFA database, is 
an acronym for Online Survey, Certification and
Reporting System.] They’re the ones that are
responsible for licensing and certifying agencies
in the state, and they count 35 as having closed.
The GAO went to another source and came up
with 11.”

No one in the home health industry would
argue that agencies are the ones bearing the brunt
of the IPS burden, and there’s a strong belief 
that as agencies suffer so do the beneficiaries.
Perhaps an even stronger sentiment is that as 
IPS settles in, the problem posed to both agencies
and Medicare beneficiaries will only grow.  ■

What the GAO found

The Office of the Inspector General’s General
Accounting Office’s (GAO) study, which sur-

veyed discharge planners from 82 hospitals and
representatives from 21 local aging organizations
in seven states, concluded that “neither agency
closures nor the interim payment system [IPS],
with less than a year’s implementation experi-
ence, has significantly affected the capacity of the
home health industry to provide services or bene-
ficiary access to care.” 
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(Continued on page 168)











(See tables for survey findings, pp. 164-167.)
Further, the report did not substantiate the

home health care industry’s belief that more
agencies were closing their doors as a direct
result of IPS. Instead, the GAO study found that
agencies were going out of business for a variety
of reasons, and that despite 554 voluntary and
206 involuntary agency closings between October
1997 and June 30, 1998, the total number of agen-
cies nationwide had increased during that period.

Some patients hard to place

The GAO reported no substantial problems in
access to home health care, but acknowledged
that overall, even though discharge planners
reported no significant change in agencies’
behavior, these same people had found those
beneficiaries requiring expensive, long-term
care were more difficult “to place in home
health services.”  ■
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Screening tool predicts
job performance
Better hiring decisions improve bottom line

Recruiting home health aides is hard enough,
but retaining them can be even more chal-

lenging. Despite their scarcity in relation to the
demand for their services, home health aide
turnover nationwide averaged more than 21% in
1997, according to research from the National
Association for Home Care in Washington, DC.
Repeated absenteeism and poor job performance
cause employers to terminate services, while
home health aides often leave over seemingly
minor differences, providers say. 

At the same time, recruitment costs remain
high. Experts estimate the hard dollar cost of
advertising, criminal background checks, drivers
tests, TB tests, and physicals, combined with staff
interviewing and orientation time, can add up to
over $1,000 per home health aide. With such a
large investment, identifying candidates with
staying power is vital to home care human
resource managers. 

Help is on the way, according to one person
who operates a home health aide training 

program that supports four Madison, WI-based
home health agencies. Kay McGee, director of
the CNA Career Alliance, uses a written test
that predicts attendance, job longevity, and job
performance in her overall screening process.
McGee combines the CurryScreen Nursing
Assistant and Home Health Aide test with thor-
ough interviews, criminal background checks,
and drivers tests to select participants in the
CNA Career Alliance’s eight week home health
aide training program. “I don’t use it to deter-
mine whether they’re in or out, [but] as a tool to
[see whether] they follow instructions,” says
McGee.

‘It’s really a test of honesty and integrity’

But the test’s reliability and validity would
enable a provider to use it as a hiring disqualifier,
according to its developer, Michael McDaniel,
PhD, principal of Curry Business Systems in Glen
Allen, VA. 

“Those who score low on the survey have
only a 25% chance of staying on the job five
years, a 44% chance of having excellent atten-
dance, and a 38% chance of [performing excel-
lently],” he says. 

Questions on the six-page test deal with such
topics as reasonable reasons for skipping work,



how long applicants usually stay on a job, how
well they follow instructions, and general cogni-
tive and math skills. Most applicants complete
the survey in about 30 minutes, according to
McDaniel.

“It’s really a test of honesty and integrity. [Some
applicants] are real honest and take time to write
explanations [even though the exam doesn’t
require it],” says McGee. “[I don’t see it as] an
intellectual skills test but more of an emotional
balance [indicator].”

About 40 CNA Career Alliance applicants have
taken the exam since McGee began using it more
than a year ago. She has not yet correlated their
exam scores with program or subsequent job 
success. Of the 35 people who have entered the
Alliance training program since its inception
about 18 months ago, 25 have completed it, she
says. 

Some applicants eliminate themselves

Some applicants screen themselves out of the
process after learning of the exam in the initial
interview, McGee says. “To you and me it sounds
like a wonderful opportunity, but to someone liv-
ing on the edge, it may not seem worth it.”

She reassures those who return to take the test
that it is not the sole determinant of their continu-
ing in the program. “I observe the applicants to
see how they approach the paper. Some people
don’t read well or process information quickly,
[but that doesn’t mean they won’t make good
home health aides]. A lot of them freeze up on the
math, and while I hope they can add 2 and 2, I
look at it as a test of honesty,” McGee explains.

Providers who use the exam as an employment
screen can score it in about five minutes, accord-
ing to McDaniel. Their efforts will lead to a better
hiring decision. “Unlike other screening tools,
which don’t have empirical data, I can prove 
on average that this [predicts attendance, job
longevity, and performance], he adds.

Editor’s note: The home health aide screening tools
are available from Curry Business Systems. A starter
kit with four surveys and an administration and
technical manual costs $100. Subsequent surveys are
$12 each for less than 50, and $10 each in quantities
of more than 50. ■

Could your aides be 
at risk for violence?
Safe working conditions can help you retain staff

No matter how superior your home health
aides are, nothing will ruin an employer-

employee relationship quicker than a patient or
family caregivers who are prone to violence. 
As director of a hospital-affiliated home health
agency, your staff looks to you for protection. Are
you prepared to help? 

Judy Jacobs, RN, MA, president of Professional
Healthcare Systems in Troy, MI, tells the story of a
home health aide who had recently become
engaged. When the aide arrived at her patient’s
house, she slipped off her engagement ring and
placed it in the pocket of her jacket — a common-
place action in what seemed an ordinary day. But
here the story takes a tragic turn.

During the time she was in the home, a relative
of the patient came in and tried to steal the ring,
says Jacobs. Unfortunately for the aide, she caught
the would-be thief red-handed, and says Jacobs,
“The thief beat her so badly that she has been in a
vegetative state for years.”

A frightening story for anyone, especially
home health aides whose jobs require them to
enter other people’s homes alone. What went
wrong? And perhaps just as importantly, what
can home health agencies do to prevent tragedies
like this from ever happening again?

Take a good look around

Jacobs, who with her partner Wayne D.
Porter, MS, a special agent and criminal inves-
tigative analyst with the Florida Department of
Law Enforcement in Tampa and co-author of
the book Workplace Violence in Healthcare Toolkit,
says there are quite a few things that agencies
should be doing but all too often aren’t. Porter
also is a senior vice president with Professional
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Healthcare Systems consultants in Troy, MI.
First, an agency “needs to teach its employees

to recognize and assess the patient and the envi-
ronment for potential signs of violence. This
needs to be done on the initial visit,” she says,
“and at every subsequent trip to the home.” 

Much of the initial assessment and information
gathering (such as whether the patient has a
criminal record or a history of past abuse) should
be done by the nurse during the initial patient
assessment visit, before an agency has even
agreed to take on a patient. Also, check to see if
there have been sudden and multiple changes in
caregivers, recommends Jacobs. “If a caregiver
says he or she is afraid of a patient, you know
you have a problem.”

Assessing for violence can get complicated

Trying to evaluate an individual’s potential 
for violence can get a little complicated, Jacobs
admits. Just about anyone would agree that a
patient who is pacing the room, fists clenched
and face flushed, as he swears loudly is angry.
However, the signs aren’t always so easy to read,
“because it’s not always something as overt as
someone screaming,” says Jacobs. Still, there are
some significant clues to be had if only the aide
knows where to look. 

Among the more obvious are “weapons in the
caregiving area and any drug paraphernalia that
might be out,” says Jacobs. Should either of those
items be found — at any stage in the case — the
agency should require the patient to sign a con-
tract agreeing to remove the items from the home
and lock them up elsewhere while the aide is
there. Oftentimes, the items in question don’t
belong to the patient but to a family member.
That, says Jacobs, poses just as much of a threat
to the aide as if they were the patient’s personal
property.

Some less apparent threats to an aide’s safety
are blocked egresses, she says. “Any time that
ways out of the home are blocked, the agency can

ask to have them cleared. If the patient refuses,
the agency has the right to determine the place 
as unsafe and not admit the patient,” Jacobs
explains. 

Just because a patient has been accepted into
an agency’s home care program is no reason to
relax, warns Jacobs. Aides should continue to
monitor the situation and patient environment 
on a visit-by-visit basis. 

For example, “When you’re changing the
sheets look under the mattress. Check to see if
there is alcohol beneath the bed,” she advises,
pointing out some of the other hiding spots for
weapons. Granted, Jacobs says, if you find a 
9 mm Glock under the pillow, it’s a pretty good
chance that you may be in danger, but the prob-
lem arises even when the threat isn’t right under
your nose, she adds. 

Physical, psychological, and psychosocial fac-
tors can all point to a potential for harm, says

Jacobs. Aides
should pay
attention to
whether pre-
scriptions are
getting filled,
and if not,
why. Has 
the patient’s
power or
water been
cut off?
“Sometimes,

the patient doesn’t have the money to pay bills
or refill prescriptions perhaps because he lost
his job,” she says. 

Nor is a lack of money always the issue.
Sometimes a patient’s deteriorating mental
health can also be the source, especially patients
in the latter stages of AIDS and Alzheimer’s.
Added together, those factors can combine with
deadly force, she explains.

At any time, if an aide determines the threat of
violence exists, says Jacobs, reporting it is critical.
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Tragically, all too seldom do aides follow
through.

The refrain that Jacobs hears the most is “Aides
aren’t reporting incidents of violent behavior;
therefore, no one knows what’s going on.” The
reasons behind this are numerous, she says, but
cites self-blame on the part of the aide as one of
the leading factors.

Encourage aides to report incidents

“In nursing, you’re taught that if you can’t deal
with someone, then you’re not good. I think the
aides put the blame on themselves,” she says.
“Added to that is the possibility that they have
reported an incident before and were rebuffed or
even written up by the management. Sometimes
the administration takes it very lightly when
someone comes back and says there’s something
wrong.”

The last reason, and one of the easiest to rem-
edy, is that few agencies have a reporting process
in place. 

Once managers have been educated on how
to be aware of and handle reports of violence,
the agency needs to set up very specific proce-
dures for handling threats and workplace vio-
lence, she says. To do so, staff from all levels
of the agency need to be involved — anyone
who may come into contact with the patient in
question.

“The legal department or lawyer needs to be
involved, and the entire agency team, not just
nurses and aides but occupational therapists and
social workers, need to know what the plan is,”
she says.

All agencies should have incident reports on
hand that allow space for the aide to “write down
verbatim what was said, what happened, and
who was there. You need to put it in quotes and
include the report in the patient’s chart because if
the agency is ever sued and an attorney shows
up, an agency can say, ‘Hey, this is what we did.
We provided reasonable accommodation, but
they were noncompliant and posed a threat,’”
Jacobs explains.

Formal policies are required

Once documented, the agency needs to decide
how to continue. “You may decide you have to
send an armed escort with the health care work-
ers,” she says. “You need to put the patient and
family on notice and put in the patient’s bill of

rights that there must be a safe work environ-
ment for the aide, and if it doesn’t happen, that
the family will be notified and the place deemed
unsafe. Spell out exactly what the consequences
will be.”

Medicare-certified agencies are required by the
Americans with Disabilities Act and civil rights
laws to provide care to patients without discrimi-
nation as long as the patient provides no signifi-
cant risk to the third party,” explains Jacobs. 

“That third party is the home health aide. The
agency has to provide reasonable accommoda-
tion for the patient’s treatment and care, but the
patients have the responsibility to comply and
cooperate. If they don’t, the agency can discharge
the patient.”

Document everything

Without documentation, an agency might
have a hard time proving it had discharged a
patient over a legitimate concern. Still, says
Jacobs, agencies often don’t want to report inci-
dents of threats or violence because they don’t
want to open themselves up to investigation by
the regulatory agencies. 

What those agencies don’t understand, she
adds, is that by failing to do so they are hurting
only themselves, and maybe their employees, she
explains.

“Agencies need to understand that without
these formal policies they haven’t created a safe
harbor for themselves and they can be sued by
their employees,” she says. 

“One incident of workplace violence can put
an agency out of business. A critical incident
could cost as much as $250,000 in legal fees alone.
If it’s homicide, double it, and if it goes to trial,
then triple that figure. 

“You just can’t afford to have something 
happen at your agency. What’s more, could 
you really live with yourself if something did?”
Jacobs asks.  ■
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If payer is slow, try 
sending a ‘speed letter’
Don’t get caught providing services for free

By Elizabeth Hogue, JD
Health Care Attorney
Elizabeth Hogue Chartered
Burtonsville, MD

Has your agency ever been retroactively
denied payment for services even after the

payer had “preauthorized” care for a patient? Of
course, this usually happens only after extensive
services have been delivered for the home care
patient. And you are left holding the unpaid bill
while the payer takes its sweet time getting back
to you. 

Understandably frustrated by such tactics,
many hospital-affiliated home health agency
directors, nonetheless, find it difficult to remedy
such unsavory situations. Is there a solution?

The best strategy for providers is to make sure
they confirm in writing every verbal conversation
involving payment issues with representatives of
payer organizations. Because of the timing of
payment decisions, immediate written confirma-
tion is absolutely essential.

A case of ‘detrimental reliance’

The best way to accomplish this is to develop
a form for this purpose, similar to multi-part
“speed letters” that businesses have been using
for years. During each telephone conversation
with a payer, your staff should fill out the form
confirming the agreement reached. This confir-
mation may read as shown in the sample form.
(See box at right.)

One copy of the form should be faxed immedi-
ately to the payer. Providers should also keep a
copy for their files.

The language in the letter regarding reliance 
by providers on payers’ agreements to pay is

especially important because it sets up a theory of
contract law often referred to as “detrimental
reliance.” This theory basically says that when
one party, such as a payer, agrees to do some-
thing such as pay for services and the other party
relies on this agreement, the party that made the
promise to pay must do so. In other words, when
providers rely “to their detriment” on payers’
promises, agreements to pay are enforceable even
though payers frequently indicate the contrary in
so-called disclaimers.

A recent case, Florence Nightingale Nursing
Services v. Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Alabama, CA 11,
Nos. 93-6867, 93-6819 (January 9, 1995), illustrates
the usefulness of this strategy for providers. In
this case, a nursing agency provided skilled care
to a patient who had a diagnosis of AIDS. The
patient’s insurance, which was administered by
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, provided coverage
for “medically necessary” nursing care, but not
for “custodial care.”

Nightingale received verbal assurances from
Blue Cross and Blue Shield that services to be
rendered to the patient were covered. The
agency sent a letter to Blue Cross and Blue
Shield to confirm its agreement to pay. Blue
Cross and Blue Shield did not respond to the
agency’s correspondence.

Blue Cross subsequently refused to pay the
agency for some services and paid for other ser-
vices at a rate that was much lower than agreed
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The purpose of our correspondence is to
confirm our telephone conversation of ________
(date), regarding ________________________
(patient’s name) in which you agreed to pay for
the following at these rates:

1. ____________________________

2. ____________________________

3. ____________________________

We will rely on your agreement to pay as indi-
cated above when we provide services to this
patient. 
If we have misunderstood our agreement in any
way, please notify us immediately in writing.

Confirmation Form

Source: Elizabeth Hogue, Burtonsville, MD.



upon. Blue Cross also refused to pay on the basis
that some of the care provided was “custodial.”

The court rejected those arguments and
ordered Blue Cross to pay for the services ren-
dered at the rates claimed by the provider. The
court took into account the provider’s written
confirmation of the payer’s agreement to pay.
Since no response was received from the payer,
the provider was entitled to rely on this agree-
ment when it provided services to the patient.

Staff responsibilities for payment may respond
to these suggestions by saying that payers fre-
quently give so-called “disclaimers” that seem to
indicate that preauthorization does not necessarily
mean they will pay for services. Providers should
simply ignore these disclaimers and proceed as

described above. Based upon the Nightingale case,
it seems likely that courts will discount such dis-
claimers and insist on payment.

Although time is certainly in short supply for
providers, polices and procedures that require
written confirmation of verbal agreements with
payers will pay off handsomely. Taking the time
to follow this practice may make the crucial dif-
ference in whether agencies are ultimately paid
for services rendered.

Editor’s note: To obtain a copy of Managed Care
Contracting, including additional information about
how to handle adverse payment decisions, send a check
for $25, made payable to Elizabeth E. Hogue, at 15118
Liberty Grove, Burtonsville, MD 20866. ■
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Expand your business 
by managing others’
These arrangements offset your overhead

With so many challenges both here today 
and on the horizon, taking on another

provider’s problems in the form of a manage-
ment contract may not seem very appealing, but
it can be a winning strategy under the right cir-
cumstances, according to Deborah Zients, vice
president for community operations at North
Arundel Health System in Glen Burnie, MD. “I
see other people’s problems as my opportunities.
If you’re a good manager, you can take advantage
that people haven’t kept up with the times,” she
explains.

North Arundel Home Care, an affiliate of the
North Arundel Health System, recently began
managing the home care operations of a commu-
nity hospital in nearby Baltimore. The arrange-
ment is a good fit between the parties, she says.
While North Arundel is large and diversified
with strong information systems and quality
improvement programs, its new partner provides
visits only — about 15,000 annually — lacks state
of the art technology, and substantial investment
funds, but wants a 1998-style makeover.

The contract allows the community hospital to
maintain its home care identity and crucial conti-
nuity of care connection while offloading opera-
tional “nuisance pieces” such as billing, intake,
and quality improvement, Zients explains. The
hospital-based program also cut administrative

positions, and while the management contract
was an added expense, it still realized an overall
cost savings. 

North Arundel, on the other hand, took on its
responsibilities without adding staff, so the con-
tract management fee directly offsets overhead
expenses. By increasing geographic service area,
the agreement also strengthens its contracting
efforts, she notes.

Hospital board retains authority

Under the arrangement, North Arundel pro-
vides general management, intake, and quality
improvement services, and also oversees billing
and reimbursement functions. The arrangement
may expand to include information system con-
version and more extensive billing responsibili-
ties in the future, according to Zients. 

The North Arundel-supplied director of opera-
tions, and its quality improvement, reimburse-
ment, and intake managers each devote part of
their time to the contract. Their collective on-site
time totals about one full-time employee, she
says. Field staff, nonsupervisory administrative
workers, and frontline clinical managers at the
hospital-based agency are hospital employees.
Although North Arundel is the administrator for
regulatory purposes, the hospital board retains
crucial legal authority. 

North Arundel receives a per visit manage-
ment fee. Zients’ pre-contract research indicated
that such fees generally range from $5 to $15 per
visit depending on the services provided. 

The North Arundel intake department main-
tains a separate referral line for the hospital-based



provider, so that the arrangement is transparent
to its referral sources. 

Given the home care industry’s current tur-
moil, management contracts are not for the faint-
hearted. “This scenario is not for anyone who 
is not in risk-taking mode,” Zients concedes.
Provider-managers must carefully identify and
closely manage their costs and negotiate finan-
cially and legally viable agreements. In addition
to fraud and abuse considerations, contracts must
also address antitrust concerns. 

Although per-visit fee structures are common
among home care management agreements, they
pose some fraud and abuse violation risk, accord-
ing to John Gilliland, a Crestview Hills, KY-
based health care attorney. They fall outside safe
harbors designated by the Department of Health
and Human Services Office of the Inspector
General (OIG). (See related story on safe har-
bors, at left.) Per-visit management fees “[don’t]
mean you’re violating the law; [they] just mean
you’re open to [OIG] scrutiny,” he says.

If you are considering a per-visit fee structure,
“you want the rest of the agreement strong
enough that [the relationship] would not be con-
sidered a payment for referral,” Gilliland advises.
Still, flat fees or those based on achieving bud-
getary goals are less risky, he says.

In addition to fraud and abuse regulations,
provider-managers must also clear anti-competi-
tion hurdles. “It can be hard to manage a com-
petitor. If there is a lot of [territory] overlap, you
may potentially violate antitrust laws,” says
Gilliland. Even when not illegal, such arrange-
ments may be a conflict of interest, he adds.

The line dividing friendly competition and
adverse relationships is blurry and very depen-
dent on individual considerations. It veers toward
anti-competition when it influences either party’s
judgment, he says. 

North Arundel and its managed partner have
“almost no overlapping territories,” Zients says.
Also, expansion plans for the hospital-based
agency involve maximizing hospital-related
activity, as opposed to reaching for new business
from other sources, she notes.

Providers should also clearly understand their
own costs and capabilities before proposing an
agreement, Zients advises. If your expertise does
not match your potential partner’s needs, the
agreement stands less chance of success.

“Make sure you’ll be properly compensated
with a clear understanding of the services pro-
vided,” Gilliland suggests. Consider charging an
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Structure agreements
that meet requirements

Meeting federal anti-kickback law
requirements is an important 

consideration in designing management
agreements. 

The Department of Health and Human
Services Office of the Inspector General
(OIG) looks closely at arrangements that
have no safeguards against overutilization
or include financial incentives to increase
patient referrals or abusive billing practices,
according to John Gilliland, a health care
attorney based in Crestview Hills, KY. 

“The federal anti-kickback law, s. 1128B(b)
of the Social Security Act, makes it a criminal
offense to knowingly and willfully offer, pay,
solicit, or receive any remuneration (includ-
ing any kickback, bribe, or rebate) directly or
indirectly, overtly or covertly, in cash or in
kind, one purpose of which is to induce the
referral of business covered by either the
Medicare or Medicaid Programs,” he says. 

Violations carry a $25,000 maximum fine
and possible imprisonment up to five years,
or both, along with Medicare and Medicaid
program exclusions. 

In 1991, the OIG established six safe har-
bors that outline practices that do not violate
the anti-kickback statute. Providers who do
not meet safe harbors are not necessarily
breaking the law, but they are at risk of OIG
scrutiny, according to Gilliland.

Management agreements meet the six safe
harbor requirements if they:
✔ are in writing and signed by the parties;
✔ specify the services to be performed;
✔ specify the schedule of any periodic, spo-

radic or part-time services, and their pre-
cise length and exact charge;

✔ are less than one year in length;
✔ predetermine compensation on a fair 

market value, arms-length transaction
basis, and exclude volume- or referral-
based compensation on any Medicare or
Medicaid-related business; 

✔ Do not promote any business that vio-
lates any federal or state law.  ■



upfront fee to cover extra staff time required at
the contract’s onset, Zients adds.

Most management agreements have financial
and operational performance targets, such as
achieving certain net income levels or receiving
licensure or accreditation renewals. Provider-
managers should “negotiate performance param-
eters they can live with,” she advises.

While management contracts do require addi-
tional effort during already challenging times,
they also represent an excellent opportunity as
many hospitals try to maintain home care pro-
grams struggling under Medicare interim pay-
ment system reductions, according to sources.
“It’s easier with provider-sponsored organiza-
tions,” not only because smaller hospital pro-
grams in particular may have fewer competitive
issues, but also because hospitals are looking for
home care alternatives, Zients says.  ■

Olsten signs contract with
Prudential HealthCare

Olsten Health Services in Melville, NY, North
America’s largest home health care com-

pany and a subsidiary of Olsten Corporation,
has signed an exclusive contract with Prudential
HealthCare Midwest Plan to provide home care
nursing and home infusion therapy to more
than 200,000 HMO/POS members in Columbus,
OH, and Cincinnati, as well as Indianapolis and

Northern Kentucky.
Under this agreement, coordination of patient

referrals are being handled through Olsten’s
Houston Regional Network Center, one of four
such centers around the country designed to pro-
vide the managed care community with care
coordination, access to a national provider net-
work and centralized patient intake, and other
administrative services. 

Prudential HealthCare, with headquarters in
Roseland, NJ, provides managed care benefits to
over 200,000 members in Ohio and has nearly
five million managed care members in 40 markets
across the country.

In September, Olsten Health Services signed a
contract with Sierra Military Health Services, a
subsidiary of Sierra Health Services to provide
home care nursing, home infusion therapy, and
home medical equipment services to 600,000 cur-
rent and retired military members who live in
Northern Virginia, Delaware, Pennsylvania, New
York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Maine, West Virginia, and Rhode
Island. In August, Olsten signed a national 
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contract with First Health Group to provide
home nursing, infusion therapy, and medical
equipment services for the health benefits com-
pany’s more than 14 million participants. Both of
those fee-for-service contracts also include cer-
tain of Olsten’s Network Services.  ■

CE objectives

After reading this issue of Hospital Home
Health, CE participants will be able to:

1. Identify key elements in IPS legislation.
2. Identify factors in hiring dependable home

health aides.
3. List ways to recognize potential violent situ-

ations in a patient’s home.
4. Identify safe harbors provided in the federal

anti-kickback law   ■
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